We show that the specific operators V a appearing in the triplectic formalism -the most general Sp(2) symmetric Lagrangian BRST quantization scheme -can be viewed as the anti-Hamiltonian vector fields generated by a second-rank irreducible Sp(2) tensor. This allows for an explicit realization of the "triplectic algebra" being constructed from an arbitrary Poisson bracket on the space of the fields only. We show that the whole space of fields and antifields can be equipped by an even supersymplectic structure, when this Poisson bracket is nondegenerate. This observation opens the possibility to provide the BRST/antiBRST path integral by a well-defined integration measure, as well as to establish a direct link between Sp(2) symmetric Lagrangian and Hamiltonian BRST quantization
Introduction. The Batalin-Vilkovisky (BV) formalism [1] of Lagrangian quantization of general gauge theories, since its introduction, attracts permanent interest due to its covariance, universality and mathematical elegance. Now, its area of physical applications is much wider than offered in the initial prescription. The BV-formalism is outstanding also from the formal mathematical point of view because it is formulated in terms of seemingly exotic objects: the antibracket (odd Poisson bracket) and the (related) second-order operator ∆.
The study of the formal geometrical structure of the BV formalism, performed during the last ten years, allowed to introduce its interpretation in terms of more traditional mathematical objects [2, 3] , as well as to find the unusual behaviour of the antibracket with respect to integration theory [4] . On the other hand, there exists an extended, Sp(2) symmetric (BRST/antiBRST invariant) version of the BV formalism [5] , and its geometrized version known as "triplectic formalism" [6, 7] (see also [8, 9] ). In addition, there exists also a Sp(2) invariant extension whose structure is characterized by the superalgebra osp (1, 2) [10] .
In the BV formalism the original set of "physical" fields φ A (including ghosts, antighosts, Lagrangian multipliers etc.) is doubled by the "antifields" φ * A with opposite grading ǫ(φ * A ) = ǫ(φ A ) + 1. On this set of fields and antifields the nondegenerate antibracket and the corresponding ∆−operator are defined. In the Sp(2) symmetric versions of the BV-formalism the initial set of fields φ A is extended by additional auxiliary fieldsφ A as well as the Sp (2) doublets φ * Aa and π Aa (a = 1, 2) of antifields with gradings ǫ(φ A ) = ǫ(φ A ), ǫ(φ * Aa ) = ǫ(π Aa ) = ǫ(φ A ) + 1; the antifields π Aa are used in the formulation of gauge fixing conditions. As usual, the Sp (2) indices are raised and lowered by the help of ε ab and ε ab : ε ac ε cb = δ a b , ε ab = −ε ba , ε 12 = 1. On this extended space of fields, M, the basic ingredients of the Sp(2) symmetric Lagrangian quantization schemes are formulated by pairs of ∆-operators, ∆ a , and odd vector fields, V a , satisfying the following consistency conditions:
Here and in the following the curly bracket denotes symmetrization with respect to the indices a and b. These operators are formulated in terms of φ A ,φ A , φ * Aa fields in the original scheme [5] , and on the whole set z = {φ A ,φ A , φ * Aa , π Aa } in the case of triplectic formalism [6, 7] . An essential difference between the Sp(2) symmetric quantization schemes and the standard BV formalism is not only the doubling of ∆−operators and corresponding antibrackets, but also the appearance of the vector fields V a and the degeneracy of the antibrackets generated by the ∆ a -operators as obstruction of the Leibniz rule,
These antibrackets obey the conditions [5] :
In the triplectic quantization schemes [6, 7] much stronger compatibility conditions are fulfilled, namely, instead of (2) and (7), one requires, respectively
The partition function in the triplectic formalism is defined by the expression
where [dv] stands for the volume element, W (z) is viewed as the quantum action of the theory, and X(z, λ) is considered as gauge fixing term. λ are additional auxiliary variables which simply become Lagrangian multipliers of the gauge constraints when X depends on them only linearly. The partition function (9) is gauge independent if the following "quantum master equations" hold [7] :
as well as a similar equation for the gauge fixing functional (∆ a − ī h V a +. . .)e ī h X = 0 (the dots indicate the extra terms that are required due to the variation of the variables λ). The (anti)BRST transformations are generated by the operators δ a ,
An important feature of the triplectic algebra which was observed in Ref. [7] is the existence of some Lagrangian submanifold M 0 on which the following Sp(2) invariant, even Poisson bracket can be defined, viz.
{u
This submanifold M 0 is specified by the requirement that all the functions u(x), v(x), w(x) on M 0 should obey the following conditions:
In that case it can be checked, by the use of Eqs. (4), (5) and (7), that the operation (12) defines an even Poisson bracket on M 0 obeying the following relations:
In the canonical versions [5, 6] of the Sp (2) covariant Lagrangian quantization schemes this construction yields a canonical Poisson bracket on the fields φ A andφ A , namely,
Some efforts were performed to get the possible restrictions on this Poisson bracket and to clarify its role in the triplectic formalism. First of all, in Ref. [11] , it was established that it is possible to construct the triplectic algebra when M 0 is a special type of Kähler manifold; then, the triplectic algebra with non-degenerate antibrackets was constructed on the space of differential forms (on the external algebra) of arbitrary Kähler manifolds [12] . In the latter case the vector fields V a may be interpreted as the holomorphic and antiholomorphic external differentials, while the whole supermanifold was equipped with an even Kähler structure (see also [13] ).
In this note we establish two properties of the triplectic formalism, viz.
• the explicit realization of the triplectic algebra over an arbitrary Poisson manifold, is given, by the use of flat Fedosov connection;
• the triplectic formalism is equipped with an even symplectic structure.
The suggested structures seem to be important
• for the construction of an integration measure in the triplectic formalism, and
• for establishing a direct link between the Hamiltonian [14] and the Lagrangian [5, 6, 7] BRST-antiBRST invariant quantization schemes;
these are problems which, despite of some efforts on that subject [15] , are still to be solved. In our consideration we assume, for the simplicity, that M 0 is a Poisson manifold, thought in the BRST quantization formalisms it necessarily contains also Grassmannian degrees of freedom (e.g., ghosts/antighosts). Of course, the transport of the proposed constructions to supermanifolds is straightforward.
Poisson bracket and V a fields. Let us consider a Poisson manifold (M 0 , { · , · } 0 ) where the (even) Poisson bracket obeying Eqs. (14) is given by
Then we consider the superspace M parametrized by the coordinates x i and θ ia , (ǫ(θ ia ) = ǫ(x i ) + 1 = 1), where θ ia ("antifields") are transformed as ∂/∂x i under diffeomorphisms of the base manifold M 0 with coordinates x i ("fields"). In Darboux coordinates one has x i = (φ A ,φ A ), θ ia = (φ * Aa , ε ab π Ab ). On M we introduce the triplet of functions S ab defining an irreducible second rank Sp(2) tensor,
and the following pairs of ∆-operators and antibrackets transforming as Sp (2) doublets,
where ∇ i corresponds to the flat symmetric connection Γ k ij (x) and preserves the Poisson bracket (15) [16] :
while ρ obeys the condition ∂ i ω ij = ω ji ∂ i ρ (for nondegenerate Poisson brackets it yields the expression ρ = − 1 2 log det ω ij ). The existence of such flat connections directly follows from the Darboux theorem, since in Darboux coordinates one can choose the trivial connection which is obviously flat 1 .
Let us now introduce the (nilpotent) vector fields V a being generated by the antibrackets through the irreducible second rank Sp(2) tensor S ab according to:
These fields can also be represented in the form (no summation)
i.e., these vector fields are anti-Hamiltonian with respect to both antibrackets, and they obey the conditions (8) . Hence they form, together with the antibrackets ( · , · ) a and the ∆ a − operators (17), the triplectic algebra (1), (3) - (6) and (8) .
According to that procedure we constructed an explicit realization of the triplectic algebra on M with an arbitrary "base" Poisson manifold M 0 . U a fields. Let us now introduce particularly important realizations of anti-Hamiltonian vector fields generated by a Sp(2) scalar function S 0 according to
with some (graded) symmetric tensor g ij . Substituting these expressions into (12) yields a Poisson bracket which vanishes identically on M 0 (even without requiring their nilpotency). Such vector fields U a appear within the modified triplectic quantization [9] . In that case they are required to obey also the conditions
which are equivalent to the following ones,
Now, it is convenient to introduce I i j (x) = g jk ω ik , where g ij = ω ik g kl ω lj , and to interpret g ij as a metric tensor on M. In that case Eqs. (23) imply the following conditions for I i j :
I k i;j − I k j;i = 0, I n j I i n;k − I n k I i n;j = 0 (24) where the semicolon " ; " denotes the covariant derivative. Hence, the Nijenhuis tensor N i jk (I) of I i j vanishes: N i jk (I) ≡ I n j I i n;k − I n k I i n;j − I i n (I n j;k − I n k;j ) = 0 .
Hence, these equations can be resolved if one requiresÎ to be an almost complex structure,Î 2 = −id, i.e., when M 0 is a Kähler manifold. So, on Kähler manifolds one can consistently formulate not only the triplectic algebra (in its "strong" version), but also the modified triplectic algebra. On the other hand, over Kähler manifolds one can construct the triplectic algebra with a pair of non-degenerate antibrackets, i.e., without doubling the number of antifields [12] .
Even Symplectic Structure. When the Poisson bracket (15) is non-degenerate, the superspace M can be equipped with both the even symplectic structure and the corresponding non-degenerate Poisson bracket,
where α is an arbitrary constant, and Dθ ia = dθ ia − Γ k ij θ ka dx j . The proposed two-form Ω is closed (and, hence, the Jacobi identity for the Poisson bracket holds) due to the flatness of the symplectic connection and the equality ω ij Dθ ia ∧ Dθ a j = d(θ ia ω ij Dθ a j ). Using the even Poisson bracket as introduced above we can define the analogue of the Liouville measure on symplectic (super)surfaces Υ (and, as a consequence, on the whole superspace M) defined by the help of the equations f µ (x, θ a ) = 0 (cf., Ref. [17] ) as follows:
These measures are invariant under supercanonical transformations of the Poisson bracket (26), as well as under smooth deformations of the surface Υ [17] . Note, that the antibrackets (17) may be connected with the proposed even symplectic structure as follows: Ω a = αL a Ω, where L a denotes the Lie derivative along the vector field V a , while the closed two-forms Ω a ≡ dx i ∧ Dθ ia = dx i ∧ dθ ia , are pseudo-inverse to the antibrackets (17) . The (super)group of transformations preserving simultaneously the Poisson bracket { · , · } and the antibrackets ( · , · ) a is infinite-dimensional, due to the degeneracy of the antibrackets (while the group of transformations preserving simultaneously even and odd symplectic structures is necessarily finite-dimensional [3] ). At this stage it appears as a natural desire to establish, by the use of the symplectic structure (26), a direct link between the Sp(2) invariant Lagrangian and Hamiltonian BRST formalisms. Furthermore, one may tend to use the measure (27) in the path integral of the triplectic formalism.
Discussion and summary. In this note we made some observations on the formal structure of the triplectic formalism in its "strong" and modified version.
First, we established that the vector fields V a appearing in the triplectic formalism can be represented as anti-Hamiltonian vector fields generated by the Poisson bracket through an irreducible second rank Sp (2) tensor. This allowed us to give a realization of the triplectic algebra, in an arbitrary coordinate system, by using a flat Fedosov connection. We have also shown that, requiring additionally the base Poisson manifold to possess a Kähler structure, allows to equip the triplectic algebra with additional vector fields U a , appearing in modified triplectic quantization. These operators are responsible for the gauge fixing with a separation into "physical variables" and their "momenta". Note, that the symplectic connection, introduced by B. Fedosov in the context of deformation quantization [19] , was recently found to be the natural object in the Hamiltonian BRST quantization as well [20] .
Second, we have found that the triplectic algebra can be equipped by an even symplectic structure. This symplectic structure could be used for the construction of an integration measure in the triplectic formalism, as well as for establishing a direct link between Lagrangian and Hamiltonian BRST quantization schemes. Note, that the existence of the even symplectic structure looks to be a natural one in the the superfield formulation of the BRST quantization [18, 21] . The symplectic structure Ω and the odd two-forms Ω a could be extracted from the closed superfield two-form ω(Φ) ij dΦ i ∧ dΦ j , where Φ i = x i + ω ij (η a θ ja + η 1 η 2 y j ), ǫ(η a ) = 1 and y i are auxiliary fields denoting, in the flat case, sources and Lagrangian multipliers y i = (λ A , J A ) [21] .
In our opinion, it seems to be mysterious, that just the BRST/antiBRST invariant scheme includes, in its most symmetric (triplectic) formulation, all the ingredients appearing in various quantization formalisms. It might be assumed, that within that framework it would be possible to develop a complete (or universal) quantization scheme containing, as special limits, all existing methods, both BRST and non-BRST, Lagrangian and Hamiltonian ones.
